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Northwest Lands, Northwest Peoples Dale D. Goble
2012-03-15 It can be said that all of human history is
environmental history, for all human action happens in
an environment�in a place. This collection of essays
explores the environmental history of the Pacific
Northwest of North America, addressing questions of how
humans have adapted to the northwestern landscape and
modified it over time, and how the changing landscape in
turn affected human society, economy, laws, and values.
Northwest Lands and Peoples includes essays by
historians, anthropologists, ecologists, a botanist,
geographers, biologists, law professors, and a
journalist. It addresses a wide variety of topics
indicative of current scholarship in the rapidly growing
field of environmental history.
People and Place Jonathan Swainger 2011-11-01 The
collection represents a rich array of interdisciplinary
expertise, with authors who are law professors,
historians, sociologists and criminologists. Their
essays include studies into the lives of judges and
lawyers, rape victims, prostitutes, religious sect
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leaders, and common criminals. The geographic scope
touches Canada, the United States and Australia. The
essays explore how one individual, or small selfidentified groups, were able to make a difference in how
law was understood, applied, and interpreted. They also
probe the degree to which locale and location influenced
legal culture history.
The Oregon Companion Richard H. Engeman 2009-09-01
What's the connection between Ken Kesey and Nancy's
Yogurt? How about the difference between a hoedad and a
webfoot? What became of the Pixie Kitchen and the
vanished Lambert Gardens? The Oregon Companion is an A–Z
handbook of over 1000 people, places, and things. From
Abernethy and beaver money to houseboats, railroads, and
the Zigzag River, an intrepid public historian separates
fact from fiction — with his sense of humor intact.
Entries include towns and cities, counties, rivers,
lakes, and mountains; people who have left a mark on
Oregon; industries, products, crops, and natural
resources. Includes more than 160 historical black and
white photos. This entertaining and delightfully
meticulous compendium is an essential reference for
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anyone curious about Oregon.
The Pacific in the Age of Early Industrialization
Kenneth Pomeranz 2017-05-15 The essays selected for this
volume show how the Pacific rapidly became part of an
industrializing world. Its raw materials (notably rubber
and copper) were critical, some of its handicraft
industries were devastated by mechanized competition,
others survived and adapted, contributing to distinctive
patterns of industrialization that made Japan a new
center of power, and also laid the groundwork for later
growth in Taiwan, Korea, and coastal China. The Pacific
coast of the Americas was also first drawn into an
industrial world largely as an exporter of raw
materials, but North and South diverged rapidly,
portending futures even more different than those of
Northeast and Southeast Asia. By the 1930s - when the
uneven effects of industrialization would have much to
do with plunging the Pacific into war - one can already
glimpse in outline the structural bases for many of the
region's contemporary characteristics. All this is set
in context in the important introduction by Kenneth
Pomeranz.
Portland Heather Arndt Anderson 2014-11-13 More than
just food carts and microbrews, Portland has a story to
tell. Its culinary history sings the song of the salmonpeople, the pioneers and immigrants, each struggling to
make this strange but inviting land between the Pacific
and the Cascades feel like home. Portland: A Food
Biography chronicles the Rose City’s rise from a Wild
West outpost — a diminutive extension of San Francisco —
to the critical darling of the national food scene.
World War I and Urban Order Adam J. Hodges 2016-04-30
This book uses Portland, Oregon to bring to life the
transformation of U.S. cities during the first truly
national war mobilization effort. World War I had an
enormous impact on urban life and the relationship
between cities and the federal government that has been
almost entirely unexplored until now.
Same-Sex Affairs Peter Boag 2003-08-14 At the turn of
the twentieth century, two distinct, yet at times
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overlapping, male same-sex sexual subcultures had
emerged in the Pacific Northwest: one among the men and
boys who toiled in the region's logging, fishing,
mining, farming, and railroad-building industries; the
other among the young urban white-collar workers of the
emerging corporate order. Boag draws on police logs,
court records, and newspaper accounts to create a vivid
picture of the lives of these men and youths—their
sexual practices, cultural networks, cross-class
relations, variations in rural and urban experiences,
and ethnic and racial influences.
Princeton Alumni Weekly Jesse Lynch Williams 1988
Sweet Cakes, Long Journey Marie Rose Wong 2011-07-01
Around the turn of the twentieth century, and for
decades thereafter, Oregon had the second largest
Chinese population in the United States. In terms of
geographical coverage, Portland�s two Chinatowns (one an
urban area of brick commercial structures, one a
vegetable-gardening community of shanty dwellings) were
the largest in all of North America. Marie Rose Wong
chronicles the history of Portland�s Chinatowns from
their early beginnings in the 1850s until the repeal of
the Chinese Exclusion Act in the 1940s, drawing on
exhaustive primary material from the National Archives,
including more than six thousand individual immigration
files, census manuscripts, letters, and newspaper
accounts. She examines both the enforcement of Exclusion
Laws in the United States and the means by which Chinese
immigrants gained illegal entry into the country. The
spatial and ethnic makeup of the combined "Old
Chinatown" afforded much more contact and accommodation
between Chinese and non-Chinese people than is usually
assumed to have occurred in Portland, and than actually
may have occurred elsewhere. Sweet Cakes, Long Journey
explores the contributions that Oregon�s leaders and
laws had on the development of Chinese American
community life, and the role that the early Chinese
immigrants played in determining their own community
destiny and the development of their Chinatown in its
urban form and vernacular architectural expression.
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Sweet Cakes, Long Journey is an original and notable
addition to the history of Portland and to the field of
Asian American studies.
The Radical Middle Class Robert D. Johnston 2013-10-31
America has a long tradition of middle-class radicalism,
albeit one that intellectual orthodoxy has tended to
obscure. The Radical Middle Class seeks to uncover the
democratic, populist, and even anticapitalist legacy of
the middle class. By examining in particular the
independent small business sector or petite bourgeoisie,
using Progressive Era Portland, Oregon, as a case study,
Robert Johnston shows that class still matters in
America. But it matters only if the politics and culture
of the leading player in affairs of class, the middle
class, is dramatically reconceived. This book is a
powerful combination of intellectual, business, labor,
medical, and, above all, political history. Its author
also humanizes the middle class by describing the lives
of four small business owners: Harry Lane, Will Daly,
William U'Ren, and Lora Little. Lane was Portland's
reform mayor before becoming one of only six senators to
vote against U.S. entry into World War I. Daly was
Oregon's most prominent labor leader and a onetime
Socialist. U'Ren was the national architect of the
direct democracy movement. Little was a leading
antivaccinationist. The Radical Middle Class further
explores the Portland Ku Klux Klan and concludes with a
national overview of the American middle class from the
Progressive Era to the present. With its engaging
narrative, conceptual richness, and daring
argumentation, it will be welcomed by all who understand
that reexamining the middle class can yield not only
better scholarship but firmer grounds for democratic
hope.
Cities and Nature in the American West Char Miller
2010-09-28 In less than a century, the American West has
transformed from a predominantly rural region to one
where most people live in metropolitan centers. Cities
and Nature in the American West offers provocative
analyses of this transformation. Each essay explores the
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intersection of environmental, urban, and western
history, providing a deeper understanding of the complex processes by which the urban West has shaped and
been shaped by its sustaining environment. The book also
considers how the West’s urban development has altered
the human experience and perception of nature, from the
administration and marketing of national parks to the
consumer roots of popular environ- mentalism; the
politics of land and water use; and the challenges of
environmental inequities. A number of essays address the
cultural role of wilderness, nature, and such activities
as camping. Others examine the increasingly per- vasive
power of the West’s urban areas and urbanites to
redefine the very foundations and future of the American
West.
Urban Sprawl Professor of Sociology Public Policy and
Public Administration Gregory D Squires 2002 Urban
Sprawl is not simply a development that undercuts the
quality of life for suburbanites. It has raised alarms
across the nation, as fair housing advocates,
environmentalists, land use planners, and even many
suburban employers who cannot find the workers they
need, have recognized that the costs go far beyond
aesthetics. Despite the agreement that something needs
to be done, there is no consensus on what works. Urban
Sprawl: Causes, Consequences, and Policy Responses
assembles leading scholars who analyze the major causes
and consequences of urban sprawl and the policy
initiatives that are being explored in response to these
developments.
Hard Drive to the Klondike Lisa Mighetto 1999 The
Alaskan Klondike Gold Rush coincided with major events,
including the arrival of the railroad, and it
exemplified continuing trends in Seattle's history. If
not the primary cause of the city's growth and
prosperity, the Klondike Gold Rush nonetheless serves as
a colorful reflection of the era and its themes,
including the celebrated "Seattle spirit." This historic
resource study examines the Klondike Gold Rush,
beginning in the early 1850's with the founding of
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Seattle, and ending in 1909 with the Alaska-YukonPacific Exposition commemorating the Klondike Gold Rush
and the growth of the city. Chapter 1 describes early
Seattle and the gold strikes in the Klondike, while the
following three chapters analyze how the city became the
gateway to the Yukon, how the stampede to the Far North
stimulated local businesses, and how the city's
infrastructure and boundaries changed during the era of
the gold rush. Chapter 5 looks at how historians have
interpreted the Klondike Gold Rush throughout the 20th
century. The final chapter brings the Klondike story up
to the present, describing the establishment of
Seattle's Pioneer Square Historic District and the
Klondike Gold Rush National Historical Park. The chapter
titles include: (1) "'By-and-By': The Early History of
Seattle"; (2) "Selling Seattle"; (3) "Reaping the
Profits of the Klondike Trade"; (4) "Building the City";
(5) "Interpreting the Klondike Gold Rush"; and (6)
"Historic Resources in the Modern Era." Contains an
extensive 147-item partially annotated bibliography; 12
appendixes contain historical documents and photographs.
Maternal Justice Estelle B. Freedman 1996-05-15 In this
compelling biography, Estelle Freedman moves beyond the
controversy to reveal a remarkable woman whose success
rested upon the power of her own charismatic leadership.
She touched thousands of people - from Boston Brahmins
to alcoholics, prostitutes, and desperate criminals, to
her devoted prison staff and volunteers.
The Portland Edge Connie Ozawa 2004-10-05 In The
Portland Edge, leading urban scholars who have lived in
and studied the region present a balanced look at
Portland today, explaining current conditions in the
context of the people and institutions that have been
instrumental in shaping it.
Many Wests David M. Wrobel 1997 What does it mean to
live in the West today? Do people tend to identify with
states, with regions, or with the larger West? This book
examines the development of regional identity in the
American West, demonstrating that it is a regionally
diverse entity made up of many different wests--Great
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Plains, Southwest, Rocky Mountains, and more--in which
American regionalism finds its fullest expression. These
fourteen original essays tell how a sense of place
emerged among residents of various regions and how a
sense of those places was developed by people outside of
them. Wrobel and Steiner first offer a compelling
overview of the West's regional nature; then thirteen
other rising or renowned scholars-from history, American
Studies, geography, and literature-tell how regional
consciousness formed among inhabitants of particular
regions. All of the essays address the larger issue of
the centrality of place in determining social and
cultural forms and individual and collective identities.
Some focus on race and culture as the primary influences
on regional consciousness while others emphasize
environmental and economic factors or the influence of
literature. Some even examine western regionalism in
areas that lie beyond the West as it has traditionally
been conceived. Each of the contributors believes that
where a people live helps determine what they are, and
they write not only about the many wests within the
larger West, but also about the constant state of flux
in which regionalism exists. Many books speak of the
West as a place, but few others deal with the West's
different places. Many Wests presents a vision of the
West that reflects both the common heritage and unique
character of each major subregion, building on the
revisionist impulse of the last decade to help redirect
New Western History toward an appreciation of regional
diversity and integrate scholarship in the regional
subfields. It is a book for everyone who lives in,
studies, or loves the West, for it confirms that it is
home to very different peoples, economies, histories-and
regions.
The Importance of Being Urban David A. Gamson 2019-07-08
From the 1890s through World War II, the greatest hopes
of American progressive reformers lay not in the
government, the markets, or other seats of power but in
urban school districts and classrooms. The Importance of
Being Urban focuses on four western school systems—in
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Denver, Oakland, Portland, and Seattle—and their efforts
to reconfigure public education in the face of rapid
industrialization and the perceived perils [GDA1] of the
modern city. In an era of accelerated immigration,
shifting economic foundations, and widespread municipal
shake-ups, reformers argued that the urban school
district could provide the broad blend of social,
cultural, and educational services needed to prepare
students for twentieth-century life. These school
districts were a crucial force not only in orchestrating
educational change, but in delivering on the promise of
democracy. David A. Gamson’s book provides eye-opening
views of the histories of American education, urban
politics, and the Progressive Era.
Greater Portland Carl Abbott 2001-04-19 Carl Abbott
reports how Portland became a model of American urban
planning.
Two Rooms Robert Hamburger 1998-01-01 Charles Erskine
Scott Wood (1852?1944) led an exuberant life that seemed
to embrace the entire nation and its times. Wood
remembered seeing Abraham Lincoln, he knew Chief Joseph,
Clarence Darrow, and Lincoln Steffens, and he survived
to the dawn of the atomic era. Among his acquaintances
he counted Mark Twain, Emma Goldman, Margaret Sanger,
Woodrow Wilson, Langston Hughes, Ezra Pound, and Ansel
Adams. He fought in the Indian campaigns of the
post?Civil War era; he represented wealthy businessmen
as an attorney in Portland, Oregon, during the Gilded
Age; he befriended the political and cultural radicals
of New York in the early twentieth century; and he
became a central figure among the West Coast artists of
the 1930s. He was, in short, a man of extraordinarily
wide?and often conflicting?impulses and talents. In this
captivating, highly readable biography of Wood, Robert
Hamburger presents both the life and the times, Wood?s
work and the intellectual, political, and cultural
crosscurrents of his era. Hamburger ably captures Wood?s
many contradictions yet unearths the enduring essence of
the man: his rebelliousness, his hatred of social and
economic inequalities, his unbounded appetite for life,
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beauty, and pleasure.
A Soul on Trial Robin R. Cutler 2007 Marine Lieutenant
James N. Sutton died on the grounds of the Naval Academy
on October 13, 1907, and the Marine Corps would never be
the same. This is the true story of an Oregon mother's
crusade to save her son's soul from the stigma of
suicide and to confront venerated military institutions
in her search for answers about her son's death. From
the corridors of power to common city streets, Americans
were fascinated by accusations of drinking, gun play,
romantic rivalry, cover-ups, wounded honor, and
ultimately murder in Annapolis. A Soul on Trial is a
riveting tale of the power of the press a century ago,
and of the lives of young officers whose private battles
were often as difficult as their professional ones.
Murder & Mayhem in Portland, Oregon JD Chandler
2013-03-19 A shocking true chronicle of some of
Portland, Oregon’s most infamous criminal cases—from its
wild roots as a frontier town to post-war 20th century.
Here are some of the most horrifying crimes that made
headlines and shook Portland, Oregon. The brutal
Ardenwald axe murders. The retribution killings by
Chinatown tongs. The fiendish acts of the Dark
Strangler. In this compelling account, author JD
Chandler chronicles the coverups, false confessions,
miscarriages of justice, and the investigative twists of
Portland’s sordid past. From the untimely end of the
Black Mackintosh Bandit to the convoluted hunt for the
Milwaukie Monster, Murder & Mayhem in Portland, Oregon
is a true crime account that acknowledges the officers
who sought justice and remembers the victims whose lives
were claimed by violence—all while providing important
historical context.
Encyclopedia of American Urban History David Goldfield
2007 Edited by one of the leading scholars of urban
studies, this encyclopedia offers an accurate and
authoritative historical approach to the dramatic urban
growth experienced in the United States during the 20th
century.
Oregon's Doctor to the World Kimberly Jensen 2012-12-01
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Esther Clayson Pohl Lovejoy, whose long life stretched
from 1869 to 1967, challenged convention from the time
she was a young girl. Her professional life began as one
of Oregon's earliest women physicians, and her
commitment to public health and medical relief took her
into the international arena, where she was chair of the
American Women's Hospitals after World War I and the
first president of the Medical Women's International
Association. Most disease, suffering, and death, she
believed, were the result of wars and social and
economic inequities, and she was determined to combat
those conditions through organized action. Lovejoy's
early life and career in the Pacific Northwest gave her
key experiences and strategies to use for what she
termed "constructive resistance," the ability to take
effective action against unjust power. She took a
political and pragmatic approach to what she called
"woman's big job"-achieving a full female citizenshipand emphasized the importance of votes for women. In
this engaging biography, Kimberly Jensen tells the story
of this important western woman, exploring her approach
to politics, health, and society and her civic,
economic, and medical activism. Watch the book trailer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=blyfLWnCTV0
Encyclopedia of Politics of the American West Steven L.
Danver 2013-04-25 The Encyclopedia of Politics in the
American West is an A to Z reference work on the
political development of one of America’s most
politically distinct, not to mention its fastest
growing, region. This work will cover not only the
significant events and actors of Western politics, but
also deal with key institutional, historical,
environmental, and sociopolitical themes and concepts
that are important to more fully understanding the
politics of the West over the last century.
Dark Rose Robert C Donnelly 2011-08-01 In April 1956,
Portland Oregonian investigative reporters Wallace
Turner and William Lambert exposed organized crime
rackets and rampant corruption within Portland�s law
enforcement institutions. The biggest scandal involved
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Teamsters officials and the city�s lucrative
prostitution, gambling, and bootlegging operations.
Turner and Lambert blew the cover on the Teamsters�
scheme to take over alcohol sales and distribution and
profit from these fringe enterprises. The Rose City was
seething with vice and intrigue. The expos� and other
reports of racketeering from around the country incited
a national investigation into crime networks and union
officials headed by the McClellan Committee, or
officially, the U.S. Senate Select Committee on Improper
Activities in the Labor or Management Field. The
commission discovered evidence in Portland that helped
prove Teamsters president Dave Beck�s embezzlement of
union funds and union vice president Jimmy Hoffa�s
connection to the mob. Dark Rose reveals the fascinating
and sordid details of an important period in the history
of what by the end of the century had become a great
American city. It is a story of Portland�s repeated and
often failed efforts to flush out organized crime and
municipal corruption - a familiar story for many midtwentieth-century American cities that were attempting
to clean up their police departments and municipal
governments. Dark Rose also helps explain the heritage
of Portland�s reform politics and the creation of what
is today one of the country�s most progressive cities.
Watch the book trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zkf6_dbIE8A
Twenty-first-century Perspectives on Nineteenth-century
Art Laurinda S. Dixon 2008 Presents an interdisciplinary
and inclusive view of nineteenth-century art, observed
from the vantage point of the twenty-first century. This
book covers topics, which span the historical gamut from
eighteenth-century influences to the roots of twentiethcentury modernism, considering along the way such themes
as the depiction of women.
Merchants, Money, and Power E. Kimbark MacColl 1988
Portland's Lost Waterfront Barney Blalock 2012-11-06
Today, Portland, Oregon, is a city of majestic bridges
crisscrossing the deep swath of the Willamette River. A
century ago, riverboat pilots would have witnessed a
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flurry of stevedores and longshoremen hurrying along the
wharves. Situated as the terminus of sea lanes and
railroads, with easy access to the wheat fields,
sawmills and dairies of the Willamette Valley, Portland
quickly became a rich and powerful seaport. As the city
changed, so too did the role of the sailor--once
bartered by shanghai masters, later elevated to wellpaid and respected mariner. Drawing on primary source
material, previously unpublished photographs and thirtythree years of waterfront work, local author Barney
Blalock recalls the city's vanished waterfront in these
tales of sea dogs, salty days and the river's tides.
Storied & Scandalous Portland, Oregon Joe Streckert
2020-03-01 When vice and scandal are all fun and games.
Portland, Oregon began as a town of itinerant young men
who had no shortage of diversions at the end of the
workday. This city grew up with lots of revelry and
little regulation. After the last tree fell in logging
season and after the workday ended on the docks, those
young men broke out the cards. Saloon culture quickly
took hold in Portland, offering alcohol, sex, gambling,
and other diversions. This book traces the storied and
scandalous history of Portland, from the underground and
elite saloons and gambling rings to the vice, scandal,
and fun they brought. Readers will meet the impresarios,
gangsters, and racketeers who colored Portland’s
history.
Reading Portland John Trombold 2017-10-15 Reading
Portland is a literary exploration of the city's past
and present. In over eighty selections, Portland is
revealed through histories, memoirs, autobiographies,
short stories, novels, and news reports. This single
volume gives voice to women and men; the colonizers and
the colonized; white, Hispanic, African American, Asian
American, and Indian storytellers; and lower, middle,
and upper classes. In his introduction, John Trombold
considers the history of writing about a place that has
nourished a provocative and errant literary tradition
for over 150 years. In the preface, Peter Donahue
considers the influence of region--particularly
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Portland's urbanity and its hybrid population--on
literature. Included here are the voices of Carl Abbott,
Kathryn Hall Bogle, Beverly Cleary, Robin Cody, Lawson
Fusao Inada, Rudyard Kipling, Ursula K. Le Guin, Joaquin
Miller, Sandy Polishuk, Gary Snyder, Kim Stafford,
Elizabeth Woody, and many more.
Burton Barr Philip VanderMeer 2014-11-06 Politics, like
poker, requires timing and risk, and Burton Barr of
Arizona knew it. The deal maker of Arizona politics
would say, “You gotta know when to hold them.” For more
than two decades, Barr played his political cards with
skill as he led Arizona through an era of enormous
growth and success. Considered perhaps the most
influential person in Arizona’s political development,
Burton Barr represented north central Phoenix in the
Arizona House of Representatives for the twenty-two
years from 1964 to 1986. As the Republican House
Majority Leader for twenty of those years, he left his
fingerprints on every major piece of legislation during
those decades, covering such issues as air pollution,
health care for indigents, school aid, the tax code,
prison reform, child care, groundwater management, and
freeway funding. Burton Barr’s political life unfolded
during the very time his state and region shifted from
being outliers to trendsetters. His choices in policy
making and his leadership style were both an outcome and
a creator of his sociopolitical environment. Arizona
politics in the 1960s and ’70s was a rich brew of key
elements, a time when the economy was being transformed,
the nature and distribution of populations shifted,
partisan politics were in flux, and the very lifeblood
of the West—water—was being contested under increasing
pressures of usage and depletion. How Barr successfully
responded to those challenges is the story of Arizona’s
development during those years. At the heart of it,
Barr’s political life and personality are inextricably
bound up with the life of the West.
Founding the Far West David Alan Johnson 1992-07-24
Founding the Far West is an ambitious and vividly
written narrative of the early years of statehood and
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statesmanship in three pivotal western territories.
Johnson offers a model example of a new approach to
history that is transforming our ideas of how America
moved west, one that breaks the mold of "regional" and
"frontier" histories to show why Western history is also
American history. Johnson explores the conquest,
immigration, and settlement of the first three states of
the western region. He also investigates the building of
local political customs, habits, and institutions, as
well as the socioeconomic development of the region.
While momentous changes marked the Far West in the later
nineteenth century, distinctive local political cultures
persisted. These were a legacy of the pre-Civil War
conquest and settlement of the regions but no less a
reflection of the struggles for political definition
that took place during constitutional conventions in
each of the three states. At the center of the book are
the men who wrote the original constitutions of these
states and shaped distinctive political cultures out of
the common materials of antebellum American culture.
Founding the Far West maintains a focus on the
individual experience of the constitution writers—on
their motives and ambitions as pioneers, their
ideological intentions as authors of constitutions, and
the successes and failures, after statehood, of their
attempts to give meaning to the constitutions they had
produced.
Railway Palaces of Portland, Oregon Alexander Benjamin
Craghead 2016-10-24 In 1883, railroad financier Henry
Villard brought Portland and the Pacific Northwest their
first transcontinental railroad. Earning a reputation
for boldness on Wall Street, the war correspondent
turned entrepreneur set out to establish Portland as a
bourgeoning metropolis. To realize his vision, he hired
architects McKim, Mead & White to design a massive
passenger station and a first-class hotel. Despite
financial panics, lost fortunes and stalled
construction, the Portland Hotel opened in 1890 and
remained the social heart of the city for sixty years.
While the original station was never built, Villard
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returned as a pivotal benefactor of Union Station,
saving its iconic clock tower in the process. Author
Alexander Benjamin Craghead tells the story of this
Gilded Age patron and the architecture that helped shape
the city’s identity.
Pittock: The Voice of Portland Alexander Fontana 2012 A
fictionalized version of the experiences of northwest
pioneer and business and civic leader, Henry L. Pittock,
as told from the viewpoint of his doctor.
Dominion from Sea to Sea Bruce Cumings 2009-11-17
America is the first world power to inhabit an immense
land mass open at both ends to the world’s two largest
oceans—the Atlantic and the Pacific. This gives America
a great competitive advantage often overlooked by
Atlanticists, whose focus remains overwhelmingly fixed
on America’s relationship with Europe. Bruce Cumings
challenges the Atlanticist perspective in this
innovative new history, arguing that relations with Asia
influenced our history greatly. Cumings chronicles how
the movement westward, from the Middle West to the
Pacific, has shaped America’s industrial, technological,
military, and global rise to power. He unites domestic
and international history, international relations, and
political economy to demonstrate how technological
change and sharp economic growth have created a truly
bicoastal national economy that has led the world for
more than a century. Cumings emphasizes the importance
of American encounters with Mexico, the Philippines, and
the nations of East Asia. The result is a wonderfully
integrative history that advances a strong argument for
a dual approach to American history incorporating both
Atlanticist and Pacificist perspectives.
Murdering Holiness Jim Phillips 2011-11-01 Murdering
Holiness explores the story of the "Holy Roller" sect
led by Franz Creffield in the early years of the
twentieth century. In the opening chapters, the authors
introduce us to the community of Corvallis, Oregon,
where Creffield, a charismatic, self-styled messiah,
taught his followers to forsake their families and
worldly possessions and to seek salvation through him.
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As his teachings became more extreme, the local
community reacted: Creffield was tarred and feathered
and his followers were incarcerated in the state asylum.
Creffield himself was later imprisoned for adultery, but
shortly after his release he revived the sect. This
proved too much for some of the adherents' families, and
in May 1906 George Mitchell, the brother of two women in
the sect, pursued Creffield to Seattle and shot him
dead.
Portland Beer Pete Dunlop 2016-05-23 “Takes a look at
Portland, Oregon’s rich history of not just craft beer
brewing but also its appreciation for the foodie and bar
culture.” —Brewpublic Was it the water or the quality
hops? The deep-rooted appreciation of saloon culture?
How did Portland, Oregon, become one of the nation’s
leaders in craft beer cultivation and consumption, with
more than fifty breweries in the city limits? Beer
writer and historian Pete Dunlop traces the story of
Rose City brewing from frontier saloons, through the
uncomfortable yoke of temperance and Prohibition, to the
hard-fought Brewpub Bill and the smashing success of the
Oregon Brewers Festival. Meet the industry leaders in
pursuit of great beer—Henry Weinhard, McMenamins,
Bridgeport, Portland Brewing, Widmer and more—and top it
off with a selection of trivia and local lore. Bringing
together interviews and archival materials, Dunlop
crafts a lively and engaging history of Portland’s road
to Beervana.
Bull Run Water Supply Habitat Conservation Plan 2008
Lost Portland, Oregon Val C. Ballestrem 2018-12-03 As
Portland has grown and changed, so has its architectural
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landscape. Once prominent landmarks have disappeared-the Marquam Building collapsed during 1912 renovations,
the massive chamber of commerce building became a
parking lot and the Corbett Building became a shopping
mall. The city skyline was shaped by architects like
Justus F. Krumbein and David L. Williams, only to
drastically change in the face of urban renewal and the
desire for modernization. Discover the stories behind
some of Portland's most iconic buildings, including the
Beth Israel Synagogue and the first East Side High
School, both lost to fire. Join historian Val C.
Ballestrem as he explores the city's architectural
heritage from the 1890s to the present, as well as the
creative forces behind it.
Thunder in the Mountains: Chief Joseph, Oliver Otis
Howard, and the Nez Perce War Daniel J. Sharfstein
2017-04-04 “Beautifully wrought and impossible to put
down, Daniel Sharfstein’s Thunder in the Mountains
chronicles with compassion and grace that resonant past
we should never forget.”—Brenda Wineapple, author of
Ecstatic Nation: Confidence, Crisis, and Compromise,
1848–1877 After the Civil War and Reconstruction, a new
struggle raged in the Northern Rockies. In the summer of
1877, General Oliver Otis Howard, a champion of African
American civil rights, ruthlessly pursued hundreds of
Nez Perce families who resisted moving onto a
reservation. Standing in his way was Chief Joseph, a
young leader who never stopped advocating for Native
American sovereignty and equal rights. Thunder in the
Mountains is the spellbinding story of two legendary
figures and their epic clash of ideas about the meaning
of freedom and the role of government in American life.
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